Giving A Speech Helps With Attracting Business
By Ms. Monaee
SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS USUALLY STRIVE
HARDER TO BE RECOGNIZED BY THE PUBLIC.
Offering to speak to civic
organizations on a certain
topic related to their businesses helps them make a
name for themselves.
Numerous speaking opportunities are available
to motivated entrepreneur
enthusiastic to take time to
seek and contact community clubs, organizations,
and groups, and promote
their business through
conducting speeches and
workshops. Most will be
happy to hear from owners presenting topics relevant to their membership.
Sending each group an
introductory package consisting of a biography, cover letter identifying past
presentations’ sponsors,
comments from previous
seminar attendees, and
a description of the suggested topic is very beneficial. These actions will
have owners conducting
more monthly presentations tailored to individual

audiences.
Advance planning by
preparing for the audience
and identifying its importance with useful remarks
is an appropriate action to
consider.
The speech is not to be
a commercial for the business, because the audience
is not coming to hear talk
about the business, products, and what’s for sale.
The promotion should consist of the presenter showing expertise by offering
solid information exhibiting being a profession in
his or her field.
It’s helpful for the speaker to work with the organization to promote the upcoming appearance. Ask
members if they regularly
send press releases with
an overview pertaining to
the meeting and speaker,
even if it’s their monthly
gathering. Since press releases help to get publicity for the person, organization, product etc., make
sure enough information is
presented to those who do
write releases. The speaker may offer to write one
when the services are not

offered and then get the
meeting’s agenda, including contact information
about when and where the
organization meets and
how to make necessary
reservations.
The press release should

Speaking to the community is the
microphone for small businesses’
voices to be heard and presence
to be known.

promote the speaker’s appearance and inform everyone about how to attend.
Owners must also promote
the organization, because
the more press releases
the media receives regarding different speaking
engagements, the faster to
be perceived as experts in
their industry.
Many organizations have
newsletters and websites,

which are another plus for
owners. They can post an
article about the presentation’s topic to meet the
members’ appetite. The
article educates, informs,
and excites perspectiveattendees to look forward
to hearing the expert’s offering solutions.
Furthermore, the marketing should not end at the
seminar. Always get business cards or other contact
information from attendees and have a drawing to
collect business cards or
let attendees fill out a comment card. Ask the organization to provide a mailing list of its members and
if it’s appropriate to send
material before or after the
seminar, thanking them for
the acknowledgment. This
helps to generate a followup contact directory and
leads for additional marketing.
Many speakers list their
upcoming appearances on
their websites and let the
organization know they are
going to list the information
on the site and promote it
as well as have a link to its
website, which creates a

bond with the organization
and pleases the members
to see the person is interested in their success.
Sharing expertise can
lead to the media and other organizations coming
to owners for information
and being asked to speak
at additional conferences. They then stand out
among competitors and
are recognized as being
more knowledgeable. Becoming an expert helps
with achieving awareness
among the target market.
Displaying knowledge is
an opportunity for the expert to instantly appear in
the minds of or be the first
one mentioned in target
market inquires.
Everyone knows patience
and persistence always
pays-off. All workshops or
media recognitions will not
maintain a constant flow
of customers and phone
calls. However, being a
reliable expert helps with
developing and maintaining a good business reputation, encountering new
clients and customers, and
a having trustworthy name
in the marketplace.

